PaaSport - The first marketplace providing interoperable PaaS
offering
Standardization of PaaSport Innovation - DIN SPEC 91337
Standardization is a process of developing
technical standards that has been agreed by
different parties such as companies, users,
interest groups, standards organizations and
governments. Standardization can help to
maximize compatibility, interoperability,
safety, repeatability and quality. In addition,
standards help clarify product characteristics
and promote cooperation among market
participants. Standardization can serve as a
catalyst for innovation, and helps bring
solutions to the market. Standards define
interfaces and compatibility requirements.
Anyone who ignores standards runs the risk
of falling behind the competition.

The Normative part is a written document of
24-30 pages (subject to the final format by
DIN) and the Informative part is the
downloadable zip file including standardized
APIs.

To respond quickly to the fast changing and
competitive market, the PaaSport Project
consortium has decided to take advantages
brought on by the Standardization and
proceed with standardizing PaaSport results
and innovation.

More Information

On the 19th of October, 2016, in the beautiful
city of Thessaloniki, Greece, the PaaSport
Project consortium met for the 3rd time with
a representative from the DIN (Deutsches
Institut für Normung) - the German Institute
for Standardization to discuss the content of
the DIN SPEC for PaaSport in order to
quickly turn PaaSport research and
innovation into a marketable product. DIN
and PaaSport have been working together in
an agile manner for the past few months
to make it possible to develop, deliver, and
make available to the market a specification
for Application Management Interface for
Cloud Platforms. This is the first IT
innovation to be standardized and published
by DIN at the international level. The
standard and publishable materials will be
provided in 2017 in English targeting
international users. The package comes in
two parts: 1. Normative and 2. Informative.

The PaaSport consortium and the DIN are
looking forward to release DIN SPEC 91337 Unified Application Management Interface
for Cloud Application Platforms in 2017.
PaaSport Marketplace has been developed in
the scope of PaaSport FP7 project (Project
Number 605193).

For any interest in the PaaSport Marketplace
or its components, the installation process
and the requirements, please contact us. For
more information visit:
http://enterprise.paasport-project.eu/
http://paasport-project.eu/
http://www.paasport-project.eu/
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